
Guaranteed Performance. Enduring Value.



RENEWED  
RELIABILITY
Crown’s Encore® Renewed Electric Lift Trucks are produced in a dedicated manufacturing facility to meet 
the same consistent quality controls as our new trucks. That’s why you can count on Encore trucks to 
perform exceptionally well and at a competitive price. There’s an Encore lift truck available for a variety of 
material handling needs.

Exceptional warranty, support and service with Crown Integrity Parts and Service:  

Environmentally Responsible 
Remanufacturing and recycling are part of Crown’s corporate commitment 
to sustainability. Thanks to our unique vertically integrated manufacturing 
approach, we’re able to reclaim and reuse materials and reduce waste 
while providing value to our customers.

Factory Support 
Just like every new Crown electric truck, every Encore lift truck is eligible 
for factory service and support, provided by the industry’s most 
responsive and qualified dealer network.

Guaranteed to Perform 
Each Crown Encore electric lift truck is rebuilt to exacting standards and 
backed by unmatched warranty: 1-year for major components, with no 
hour limits. Wearable parts carry a 90-day warranty, just like a new truck. 

Better than “Certified, Pre-owned” 
Encore electric lift trucks are factory renewed with 100 percent Crown 
Integrity Parts®—the same parts used in our new lift trucks—so you can 
count on them to look, last and perform like new.

WARRANTY

Don’t be tempted to purchase a used truck just because it’s available. Your local Crown dealer has access to the  

full line of Encore products, factory renewed and ready for delivery when you need them.



The Smart, Sustainable Choice
For more information, contact your local Crown dealer or visit crown.com.

PRECISION 
PROCESS
Crown’s remanufacturing process involves much more than component inspection and new paint. We 
take a systematic approach to inspect, repair, replace and recycle lift truck parts. From start to finish, our 
thorough factory-based remanufacturing process ensures nothing is overlooked. Because of our vertically 
integrated manufacturing approach, Crown has immediate access to needed parts to quickly and 
efficiently remanufacture our electric forklifts and guarantee the results.

Meticulous Inspections 
Our factory-based remanufacturing 
process begins with Crown 
technicians stripping each forklift 
to its frame to meticulously inspect 
and repair or replace every part 
that goes back into the forklift. 
Every remanufactured truck 
undergoes extensive operational 
and safety inspections to ensure 
that it performs like new.

Comprehensive Renewal 
The remanufacturing process  
for each Encore lift truck utilizes 
detailed model-specific checklists 
of components that are 
systematically inspected, tested 
and replaced as needed on every 
unit. The remanufacturing process 
includes electrical, structural  
and exterior components as  
well as drive units, hydraulics, 
steering, brakes, bearings,  
tires and load wheels. 

Guaranteed Performance 
Every Encore truck is subjected  
to comprehensive performance 
testing and extensive visual 
inspection following assembly  
to ensure that every component 
meets the Encore standard. Our 
standardized process delivers 
dependable, quality-consistent lift 
trucks that are guaranteed to 
perform like new.
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 You can count on Crown to build lift trucks 

designed for safe operation, but that’s  

only part of the safety equation. Crown 

encourages safe operating practices through 

ongoing operator training, safety-focused 

supervision, maintenance and a safe working 

environment. Go to crown.com and view our 

safety section to learn more.
Printed on elemental chlorine free and
sustainably forested paper.


